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ABSTRACT: Miscibility studies of sodium carboxyme-
thylcellulose/poly(vinyl alcohol) (NaCMC/PVA) blends
of different compositions (100/0, 80 : 20, 60 : 40, 50 : 50,
40 : 60, 20 : 80, and 0 : 100) were investigated using vis-
cometric method. NaCMC, PVA, and their blend mem-
branes were prepared by solution-casting technique and
were then crosslinked with glutaraldehyde (GA). The
effect of blend composition on mechanical, swelling, and
pervaporation results (flux and selectivity) was also inves-
tigated in this study. Attenuated total reflectance–Fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (ATR–FTIR) results
showed that the blends are miscible over the entire stu-
died composition range and further confirmed the cross-
linking reaction with GA. FTIR studies reveal that the
blends containing 50 : 50 (NaCMC/PVA) are an optimum
miscible blend. Thermogravimetric analysis confirms that
the thermal stability increased with increase in NaCMC

content in NaCMC/PVA blend membrane. XRD and DSC
showed a corresponding decrease in crystallinity and
increase in melting point with increase in NACMC
content, respectively. NaCMC/PVA blends of all the
composition under study were used for dehydration of
isopropyl alcohol at different compositions of IPA/water
mixture (90 : 10, 87.5 : 12.5, 85 : 15, and 82.5 : 17.5) at
35�C. Swelling studies and PV results reveal that increase
in NaCMC content in the blend leads to an increase in
flux of water, whereas selectivity decreases. The optimum
flux and selectivity were observed for the blend contain-
ing 50 : 50 NaCMC/PVA content at a feed ratio of 87.5 :
12.5 IPA/water. VC 2010 Wiley Periodicals, Inc. J Appl Polym
Sci 120: 2271–2281, 2011
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INTRODUCTION

Polymer blends represent class of materials with
better mechanical properties and biocompatibility
than those of single components.1,2 The basis of
polymer–polymer miscibility may arise from any
specific interaction such as hydrogen bonding,
dipole–dipole forces, and charge transfer complexes
for homo-polymer mixtures.3–5 The importance of
polymer blending has been increased in the recent
years because of the preparation of polymeric mate-
rials with desired properties, low-basic cost, and
improved process ability. Polymer blends are physi-
cal mixtures of structurally different polymers or
copolymers, which interact through secondary forces
with no covalent bonding6 that are miscible at
molecular level.

Sodium carboxymethylcellulose (NaCMC) is car-
boxymethyl ether of cellulose, a well-known natural
polysaccharide comprising the fibrous tissue of
plants. Because of its nontoxic, biocompatible, bio-
degradable, and abundantly available material,7–10 it
is widely used in different fields ranging from tech-
nological industries to the biological, pharmaceutical,
petroleum, and medical fields.11–14 It has also been
used in membrane preparation for pervaporation
(PV) dehydration of several-organic compounds from
their aqueous feed solutions. NaCMC has also been
used as a matrix material in drug-delivery applica-
tions.15,16 However, because of intrinsically poor
mechanical properties of carbohydrate polymers,
attempts have been made to develop their blends
with the other well-known man-made polymers.
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) has received a great deal

of attention due to its considerable applications17–23

either pure or composite with other materials. It is a
semicrystalline, water-soluble, and water-swellable
commodity polymer of major industrial importance.
Because of its compatible nature with a wide range
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of water-soluble polymers, it has also been widely
used in adhesives, textile fibers, paper products, and
PV membranes.24 This versatile material has been
more recently used as drug release media25 and is
being applied in other biomedical applications.26,27

Congming and Kong16 used NaCMC/PVA blend
hydrogel for controlled release of ketorolac trometh-
amine. Shehap28 studied the compatibility studies
of NaCMC/PVA and reported that this blend is
compatible in all compositions.

Isopropanol is an important base chemical for a
number of applications ranking among the top 20
intermediates. It is also used as a solvent in paint
industries and in resin production. Water and
isopropyl alcohol (IPA) form azeotropes, and their
separation by simple distillation is not very easy due
to their close boiling point. As a viable alternative,
PV dehydration membranes have been widely used
for dehydration of IPA.29,30

In continuing efforts to tackle IPA separation
problem using membranes and to search for new
environmentally polymeric materials, we thought of
combining the properties of NaCMC and PVA to
develop the type of novel membranes for the PV
dehydration of IPA. Blending of cellulose (in the
present case, NaCMC) with PVA is expected to be a
useful method to improve the mechanical properties
of NaCMC. By systematic variation of the composi-
tion, specific characteristics can be obtained for
desired applications. In the present work, based on
the above considerations, NaCMC/PVA membrane
is expected to develop to be used in PV separation
of water/IPA mixture. The authors made an attempt
to prepare the blend membranes comprising varying
compositions of NaCMC and PVA in blend mem-
branes for PV dehydration of IPA.

PV performance of NaCMC/PVA blend mem-
branes, when compared with the pristine NaCMC
and PVA membrane, revealed an improved perfor-
mance. Particularly, the developed membranes were
found to be much better than those blend membranes
studied earlier. To the best of our knowledge, this
type of blend combination is used first time for the PV
dehydration of IPA from its feed aqueous solution.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

NaCMC [viscosity (1 w/v %), 1100–1900 cps] was
purchased from Merck, Mumbai, India, PVA (mol.
wt., 70,000) was purchased from Hi-media (India),
glutaraldehyde (GA), hydrochloric acid (HCl), IPA,
and acetone are all of analaR grade purchased from
Qualigens (Mumbai, India). Doubled-distilled water
collected in the laboratory was used through out this
research work. All the chemicals were used as
received without further purification.

Preparation of membranes

NaCMC, PVA, and their blend membranes of diffe-
rent compositions were prepared by solution-casting
method. Following is the procedure adopted for
membrane preparation:
Required amount of NaCMC and PVA (1 g each)

was dissolved separately in 100-mL distilled water
(PVA in hot water) under constant stirring (Remi
Motor) for overnight. These solutions were filtered
to remove foreign matter and air bubbles and
poured onto a cleaned glass plates separately and
were kept in a dust-free atmosphere and allowed to
dry in oven at 40�C. The dried membranes were
crosslinked by dipping in a glass tray containing
acetone/water mixture (85 : 10) to which 2.5 mL GA
(crosslinker) and 2.5 mL HCl (activator) was added.
Dipping was continued for 2 h, then the membranes
were removed from the tray and rinsed with
distilled water to remove the surface adhered cross-
linking agent and then dried in vacuum at 40�C to
constant weight, and membranes thus obtained were
designed as NaCMC and PVA, respectively.
Blend membranes of NaCMC and PVA were pre-

pared by varying NaCMC and PVA (80/20, 60/40,
50/50, 40/60, and 20/80) contents in the blend, and
the membranes were crosslinked as described
earlier. Membranes thus formed were designed as
NaCMC80, NaCMC60, NaCMC50, NaCMC40, and
NaCMC20. The completely dried crosslinked mem-
branes were used for further analysis. Blending of
the membrane was assessed by Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and DSC analysis.

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra of NaCMC,
PVA, and their blend membranes (crosslinked and
uncrosslinked) were taken using Bomem MB-3000
(Make: Canada) FTIR spectrometer, equipped with
attenuated total reflectance (ATR). Membranes were
characterized at room temperature from 4000 to 400
cm�1 under a N2 atmosphere at a scan rate of 21 cm�1.

Thermal properties

DSC and TGA curves of NaCMC, PVA, and their blend
membranes of different compositions were recorded
using TA instruments differential scanning calorimeter
(Model-SDT Q600, USA). The analysis of the samples
was performed at heating rate of 10�C/min under N2

atmosphere at a purge speed of 100 mL/min.

X-ray diffraction

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the
membrane samples were obtained with an Inel
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diffractometer (Paris, France) with monochromat-
ized Cu Ka radiation (wavelength 0.154 nm at 40
kV, 50 mA, and scan speed of 1�/min in a 2y range
of 5�–40�) at room temperature.

Swelling studies

Equilibrium-swelling experiments were performed
in various water/IPA mixtures containing 0–17.5%
water at 35�C 6 0.5�C in an electronically controlled
incubator (WTB Binder, Model BD-53, Tuttilgen,
Germany). Circularly cut (diameter ¼ 2.5 cm) disc-
shaped membranes were stored in a desiccator over
anhydrous calcium chloride maintained at 30�C for
about 24 before performing the swelling experi-
ments. Mass of the soaked samples was measured
using a digital Adam Mettler digital balance (Model
AAA 160L, Greifensee, Switzerland) with an
accuracy of 60.01 mg. The degree of swelling was
calculated using the following equation 1

Degree of swelling ð%Þ ¼ W1 �W0=W0 � 100 (1)

Mechanical properties

The equipment used for carrying out the test was
UTM (Instron, UK) at an operating head load of 5
kN. Cross-sectional area of the sample of known
width and thickness was calculated. The membranes
were then placed between the grips of the testing
machine. The grip length was 4 cm at a cross-head
speed of 12.5 mm/min. Tensile strength was calcu-
lated using the equation:

Tensile strength

¼ Max:load=Cross-sectional areaðN=mm2Þ ð2Þ

% Elongation

¼ Strain at break� initial strain=Initial strain ð3Þ

Miscibility studies of NaCMC/PVA blend solution

Miscibility studies of NaCMC/PVA blend solutions
of different compositions ranging from 0 to 100%
NACMC in the blend were determined by visco-
metric measurements at 35�C. The total weight of
the two polymers was always maintained at 1 g/dL.
The relative viscosities of the blend solutions were
determined at 35�C using an Ubbelohde suspended
level viscometer.

PV experiments

Pervaporation (PV) experiments were carried out
with a laboratory test cell. The feed is kept at a con-

stant temperature (35�C) by a temperature control
unit, and a centrifugal pump circulates the feed. The
membrane module contains a circular flat sheet mem-
brane with a diameter of 6 in. The permeate is col-
lected in a glass container and cooled in a Dewar
flask with liquid nitrogen. The vacuum is maintained
by a two-stage vacuum pump. The experimental pro-
cedure remained the same as reported elsewhere.31

Flux was measured for water at different composi-
tions of water/IPA mixture. The equation for flux J
per unit surface area of the membrane (m3 m�2 s�1)
was calculated using the following equation:

J ¼ Di � Si (4)

where Di is the diffusion coefficient of the compo-
nent in the membrane and Si is the solubility coeffi-
cient of the component in the membrane. For the
evaluation of the separation achieved with a given
membrane, the separation of IPA from the feed solu-
tion was evaluated. The concentration of IPA in the
feed and permeate fractions was measured using
refractrometer (Abbe’s).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) is of
importance to study the molecular structure. Inter-
molecular interactions occur when different poly-
mers are compatible. Therefore, the FTIR spectra of
the blends are different from those of pure poly-
mers, which is useful to study the compatibility
between two polymers. Figure 1(a) shows the infra-
red spectra of NaCMC (a), PVA (b), and their blend
of 50/50 composition in the range of 4000–500 cm�1.
The IR spectra of NaCMC/PVA (c) showed absorp-
tion bands at 3418 cm�1 due to AOH stretching
vibrations of NaCMC and PVA32 and additional
bands at 1022–953 cm�1 (¼¼CAH stretch) and 1435–
1409 cm�1 (CH2 stretch) that belong to spectra of
PVA. Bands at 1618 cm�1 were attributed to the
characteristic absorptions of asymmetrical stretching
vibration of COO� of NaCMC.33 The strong absorp-
tion band at 1616 cm�of NaCMC membrane shifted
to 1607 cm�1 in NaCMC50. Based upon these
results, it seems that the COO� and OH groups of
NaCMC should participate in intermolecular hydro-
gen bonds with the OH groups of PVA, respectively.
In case of crosslinked membrane, all the characteris-
tic bands of both PVA and NaCMC can be observed
in addition to a new band at 1021 cm�1 due to the
formation of an acetyl ring34 formed between
hydroxyl groups of NaCMC and PVA due to the
reaction with GA. These data confirm the successful
crosslinking of NaCMC/PVA with GA. From Figure
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1(b), it is also observed that the peak at 1618 cm�1

shifted to lower wave length and the bands at
around 3418 broaden and shifted to higher wave-
length with increase in the NaCMC composition.
This may be due to the participation of intermolecu-
lar hydrogen bonding between OH and COOA
groups of NaCMC and PVA with GA,35 indicating
that the blends are compatible in all compositions.

Scanning electron microscope

Figure 2 shows the SEM images of NaCMC (a), PVA
(b), and their blends of different compositions (20/
80, 40/60, 50/50, 60/40, and 80/20). From Figure 2,
the surface morphology of NaCMC (a) and PVA (b)
membranes having smooth surface. Figure 2 also
gives the surface morphology of NaCMC/PVA
blend membranes with different blending composi-
tions. It is noticed from SEM studies that the mor-
phology of the blends shows homogeneous in nature
as observed in case of NaCMC and PVA. Hence, we
conclude that the blends of different formulations
are miscible in nature; this was also confirmed from
viscometric studies.

Differential scanning calorimetry

DSC thermograms of NaCMC, PVA, and their blend
membrane (NACMC50) are displayed in Figure 3.
DSC analysis shows that the melting points of
NaCMC and PVA membranes decrease on blending
NaCMC with PVA, and the melting peak is widen
(Fig. 3). The melting points of PVA, NaCMC, and
NaCMC-50 membranes are 212.1�C, 213.1�C, and
192.7�C, respectively. Evidently, the interaction
between NaCMC and PVA weakens the interaction
between PVA chains and hinders the crystallization.

DSC thermograms show that the Tg increases with
increase on blending NaCMC with PVA. Blending of
NaCMC with PVA will enhance the interaction
between NaCMC and PVA, and this renders PVA
chains more rigid and increases the glass-transition
temperature of the membranes. Xiao and Gao16

were also reported similar observations in case of
NaCMC/PVA hydrogels.

Thermogravimetric analysis

The results of thermogravimetric analysis of pure
NaCMC, PVA, and their blend membranes are
shown in Figure 4(a,b). The three active weight-loss
steps of the blend membranes were found at about
100–120, 250–400, and 400–500�C. The first step was
due to the loss of moisture. The second step was
attributed to the disassociation of intermolecular
side chains.36 The third weight loss was believed to
be caused due to chemical reaction, such as main-
chain disassociation or rearrangement.36 The starting
temperature of the greatest decomposition for the
blend membranes is in the order of NACMC20
(290�C), NaCMC40 (281�C), NaCMC50 (260�C), and
NaCMC60 (255�C). NaCMC80 (250�C), NaCMC
(248�C), and PVA (262�C). According to Figure
4(a,b), it is understood that the thermal stability of
the blend films was improved by blending NaCMC
with PVA due to hydrogen-bonding interactions
between NaCMC and PVA molecules.

X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction (XRD) was performed to investigate
whether the crystalline portion of PVA might be
influenced or altered by mixing it with NaCMC. The
scanning of the samples was carried with an X-ray

Figure 1 A: FTIR spectra of NaCMC (a), PVA (b), and NaCMC50 (c) membranes. B: FTIR spectra of NaCMC20 (a),
NaCMC40 (b), NaCMC50 (c), NaCMC60 (d), and NaCMC80 (e) membranes.
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diffractometer at room temperature. The typical
XRD patterns of PVA, NaCMC and their blend of 50
: 50 compositions are shown in Figure 5. It is clear
that the samples under investigation are not comp-
letely amorphous, but have a relatively higher
degree of crystallinity. The observed crystalline

peaks in both PVA and NaCMC are in good agree-
ment with that reported previously.37–39 The diffrac-
togram of the blend is similar to pure NaCMC and
PVA, which indicate that this blend is miscible.
Perhaps, the miscibility of this blend can result due
to hydrogen bonding interaction.

Figure 2 SEM images of surface morphology of NaCMC (a), PVA (b), NaCM20 (c), NaCMC40 (d), NACMC50 (e),
NaCMC60 (f), and NaCMC80 (g).
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Miscibility studies

The measured values of densities (q) (not shown)
and absolute viscosities (gab) were used to calculate
the values of relative viscosities (gr) and reduced
viscosities (gred) over the wide range concentrations
of blend solutions of different compositions [0/100,
20/80, 40/60, 50/50, 60/40, 80/20, and 100/0 of 1%
(w/v)] of NaCMC/PVA blends in water at 35�C.
The absolute viscosity versus concentration curves
for different compositions of the blends are shown
in Figure 6(a). It is clearly evident from Figure 6(a)
that the curves are linear in nature for all the blend

compositions, which, in turn, indicate that these
blends are miscible in all compositions.40

From Figure 6(a), it is also observed that, as the
concentration of NaCMC increases in the blend,
absolute viscosity also increases. This may be attrib-
uted that the AOH group of PVA can interact with
several chains of ACOO� of NaCMC and would
form highly crosslinked structure leading to high-
viscosity solution due to increase in hydrogen bond-
ing between hydroxyl groups of NaCMC and PVA.
The Huggins plots of reduced viscosity against

concentration for different compositions of
NaCMC/PVA blend at 35�C are shown in Figure
6(b). On extrapolating to zero concentration, the
intrinsic viscosities were determined, and the values
of NaCMC, PVA, and NaCMC/PVA blends of dif-
ferent compositions (20/80, 40/60, 50/50, 60/40,
and 80/20) are 22.7, 5.12, 7.21, 11.36, 14.87, 16.93,
and 19.29 dL/g, respectively. These values indicate
that the intrinsic viscosity values of NaCMC/PVA
blends for different compositions are in between
the individual hom-polymer values. These attractive
interactions may lead to decrease the intermolecular
excluded volume effect and decrease the hydrody-
namic volume. As a consequence, the NaCMC/
PVA blend coils expand, which causes an increase
in the intrinsic viscosity.

Chee and Sun methods

To quantify the miscibility nature of the present
polymer blend system, interaction parameters DB
and l suggested by Chee and a suggested by Sun
and Wang40 were calculated with the help of the
following equations for NaCMC-PVA blend systems

Figure 3 DSC thermograms of PVA (a), NaCMC (b), and
NaCMC50 (c) membranes.

Figure 4 A: TGA curves of PVA (a), NaCMC (b), and NaCMC50 (c) membranes. B: TGA curves of NaCMC20
(a), NaCMC40 (b), NaCMC50 (c), NaCMC60 (d), and NaCMC80 (e) membranes.
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in water at 35�C, and the values are presented in
Table I.

DB ¼ b� b=2w1w2

where

b ¼ w1b11 þ w2b22 (5)

where b11 and b22 are the slopes for the reduced vis-
cosity curves (obtained from Fig. 8.6b) for the pure
components, and b is related to Huggins coefficient
KH as

b ¼ KH½g�2 (6)

where [g] is the intrinsic viscosity for binary system,
and it is modified and given as

b ¼ w2
1b

2
11 þ w2

2b
2
22 þ 2w1w2b12 (7)

where b12 is slope for the blend solution.
However, Chee’s theory fails, because experimental

data are in conflict with the theoretical predictions. Using
these values, Chee defined amore effective parameter:

l ¼ DB=f½g�2 � ½g�1g2 (8)

where [g]1 and [g]2 are the intrinsic viscosities for
the pure component solutions.
The values of l are calculated and also included

in Table II. The polymer blend is miscible if l � 0
and immiscible when l < 0.
Recently, Sun and Wang40 have also suggested a

new formula for the determination of miscibility of
polymer blends.

Figure 6 (a) Variation of absolute viscosity with concentration of different compositions of NaCMC/PVA blends in water at
35�C. (b) Variation of reduced viscosity with concentration of different compositions of NaCMC/PVA blend in water at 35�C.

Figure 5 X-ray diffraction patterns of PVA (a), NaCMC
(b), and NaCMC50 (c) blend membranes.

TABLE I
Chee and Sun’s Interaction Parameters for Different

Compositions of 1% (w/v) NaCMC/PVA Blend in Water
at 35�C

Formulation
code

Chee’s differential
interaction
parameters

Sun’s miscibility
parameter (a � 103)DB l

NaCMC20 þ2.12 þ0.12 þ3.16
NaCMC40 þ11.24 þ0.24 þ3.72
NaCMC50 þ9.36 þ0.13 þ3.93
NaCMC60 þ6.97 þ0.079 þ4.19
NaCMC80 þ3.14 þ0.096 þ4.92
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a ¼ Km � k1½g�21W2
1 þ k2½g�22W2

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k1k2½g�1½g�2W1W2

2
p

f½g�1W1 � ½g�2W2g2
(9)

where k1, k2, and Km are the Huggins constants
for individual components 1, 2, and blend,
respectively.

It is observed from Table I that the values of DB,
l, and a are positive for all the compositions of
NaCMC/PVA blend in water at 35�C. In general, if
DB, l, and a are positive for any polymer blend
system, it is considered as miscible one, whereas, if
these values are negative, the polymer blends
are immiscible one. Based on this, it was concluded
that NaCMC/PVA blend shows miscibility nature in
all compositions. Similar observations were also
made by Prasad et al.,41 in case of sodium alginate/
poly(acryl amide) blends from their viscosity
measurements.

Degree of swelling

Percentage of degree of swelling at 35�C for plain
NaCMC, PVA, and their blend membranes of differ-
ent compositions (NaCMC20, NaCMC40, NaCMC50,
NaCMC60, and NaCMC80) was measured as a func-
tion of wt % of water in water/IPA feed mixtures.
The results are displayed in Figure 7. Swelling
kinetics is a dynamic process, which depends on the
mutual diffusion of solvent molecules in response to
polymer-relaxation processes. Formulations contain-
ing higher amount of NaCMC showed higher swel-
ling rates than the formulations containing lower
amount of NaCMC. This increase in swelling rate is
due to more hydrophilic nature of NaCMC, thereby
leading to higher water up-take. Swelling rates of
NaCMC/PVA blend membranes are much greater
than PVA membranes and less than pure NaCMC
membrane. For instance, swelling is higher for
NaCMC80 than those of NaCMC60, NaCMC50,
NaCMC40, and NaCMC20 membranes, degree of
swelling for all the blend membranes is lower than
pure NaCMC and higher than plain PVA membrane,
indicating their hydrophilicity. This means that water
molecules are preferentially more sorbed by the
blend membranes of NaCMC/PVA than plain PVA,
and hence water will diffuse out more easily through
blend membranes than the plain PVA membranes.
Swelling behavior in various feed compositions

of water/IPA (90, : 10, 87.5 : 12.5, 85 : 15, and 82.5 :
17.5) mixture was also investigated for predicting
the PV performance. The degree of swelling increases
with increasing water concentration in the feed. This
is understandable, because most hydrophilic polymer
membrane shows enhanced degree of swelling at
higher water concentration. The higher NaCMC in
the blend membrane, the lower concentration of IPA

Figure 8 Effect of NaCMC content in NaCMC/PVA
blend on tensile strength and % of elongation at break.

TABLE II
Effect of Feed Composition on Permeate Water

Concentration and Water Flux

Formulation
code

Chee’s differential
interaction
parameters

Sun’s miscibility
parameter (a � 103)DB l

NaCMC20 þ2.12 þ0.12 þ3.16
NaCMC40 þ11.24 þ0.24 þ3.72
NaCMC50 þ9.36 þ0.13 þ3.93
NaCMC60 þ6.97 þ0.079 þ4.19
NaCMC80 þ3.14 þ0.096 þ4.92

Figure 7 Effect of wt % of water on swelling properties
of different formulations at 35�C.
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on permeates solution; it proves that NaCMC resists
the IPA permeability. The existence of NaCMC
reduces pores of the membrane, and so IPA is diffi-
cult to go through the membrane. The lower IPA
permeability makes NaCMC as potential and princi-
pal material to be used as membrane for PV on
blending it with PVA.

Different from IPA uptake, the water uptake is also
affected by the amount of NaCMC in the blend mem-
branes. The higher amount of NaCMC in the mem-
brane, the more water is absorbed. NaCMC will
increase the membrane hydrophilicity character and
cause strong interaction with water. This interaction is
related to hydrogen bond between water and complex
NaCMC/PVA H–H interaction. Therefore, NaCMC/
PVAmembranes can absorb water effectively.

Mechanical properties

With polymer blends exhibiting two behaviors, defi-
nite advantages can be derived if mechanical compat-
ibility can be achieved. With miscible polymer mix-
tures, the mechanical compatibility is assured, and a
property compromise between the constituents is
therefore achieved. Thus, with a miscible polymer
blend, a range of performance characteristics between
the component polymers can lead to a large number
of potentially useful and different products.42

The effect of NaCMC content in NaCMC/PVA
blend on tensile properties is graphically shown in
Figure 8. Tensile strength seems to vary in two steps
as the amount of NaCMC content varies in the blend
membranes. In the first step, the tensile strength
increased linearly with the increase in NaCMC con-
tent, and a maximum value of 17.51 mPa is achieved

for NaCMC50. In the second step, the tensile strength
decreasing trend was observed with increasing the
NaCMC content. Figure 8 also shows the dependence
of the elongation at break on NaCMC content for the
pure and blend membranes, and the curve of % elon-
gation at break expresses a tendency similar to that of
tensile strength and reaches to a maximum value
when NaCMC content in the blend membrane was
50 wt %. Conclusion can be drawn that blending of
NaCMC with PVA is effective in inducing significant
changes to the mechanical properties of the mem-
branes.42 The improved mechanical properties of the
blend membranes were believed to be due the
intermolecular interactions through hydrogen-
bond formation.

Pervaporation

Dehydration experiments were performed with the
GA crosslinked NaCMC, PVA, and their blend
membranes of different compositions at different
feed mixtures of IPA/water (10, 12.5, 15.0, and 17.5
wt % of water in the feed mixture) at 35�C. As a
control, separation results of crosslinked NaCMC,
PVA, and their blend membranes were reported. In
this study, the effect of feed composition on the
membrane performance was also evaluated.

Effect of feed composition

The effect of feed IPA concentration on PV perform-
ance of water/IPA mixture through NaCMC/PVA
blend membranes is illustrated in Figure 9. It
demonstrates that the permeate flux toward
water increases and the selectivity decreases with

Figure 9 (a) Effect of water content in the feed on selectivity of water. (b) Effect of water content in the feed on flux of water.
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increasing water content in the feed mixture. The
tendency for the permeate flux, increased with feed
concentration, is similar to swelling behavior of the
membranes. Higher swelling of the membrane made
permeate easily to penetrate through the membrane.
However, extensive swelling of water molecules
loosens and plasticizes the polymer chains in the
membrane and then assists the penetration of IPA.
Swollen water molecules at higher water concentra-
tion act as a plasticizing agent in this case. Similar
observation was also reported by Yong et al.,43 in
case of PV separation of water/IPA through caboxy-
methylated PVA composite membranes.

Effect of NaCMC/PVA blend composition

Effect of blending on PV performance of water/IPA
mixture through NaCMC/PVA membranes is shown
in Figure 9. It is observed from Figure 9(a) that
NaCMC membrane showed higher flux than those
of PVA and NaCMC/PVA blend membranes. The
higher permeation flux of NaCMC/PVA membranes
than PVA can be explained by similar trends in
swelling behavior. Blending of NaCMC with PVA
enhanced the affinity to water molecules; this may
be due to the presence of carboxymethyl groups in
the blend membranes resulting in an increase in
sorption of water. In NaCMC/PVA blend mem-
branes with increasing NaCMC content, selectivity
of the membrane toward water molecule decreased
and the permeate flux increased. Note that the

degree of swelling increases upon blending PVA
with NaCMC, causing a reduction of relative crystal-
linity of NaCMC/PVA blend membranes. In fact,
the decrease of relative crystallinity and an increase
in the carboxymethyl group content both affected
the swelling of the membrane.

CONCLUSIONS

Blend solutions of NaCMC/PVA were prepared in
different compositions (0/100, 20/80, 40/60, 50/50,
60/40, 80/20, and 100/0), and miscibility of the blend
was determined by viscometric method and found
that the blends are miscible in all compositions.
Membranes prepared by blending NaCMC and PVA
in different compositions followed by chemical cross-
linking with GA were used to study the PV perform-
ance. The excellent hydrophilicity of both membrane
constituents was exploited to develop water selective
PV membranes. The membranes were subjected to
PV for water–IPA separation and to sorption studies
over a wide range of feed compositions. The mem-
brane permselectivity was primarily derived from its
sorption selectivity, and there existed a strong coup-
ling effect for the permeation and sorption of perme-
ating species in the membranes. For comparison pur-
poses, membranes were also fabricated from NaCMC
and PVA alone, and the permeation and sorption
behavior of these membranes were evaluated as well
to elucidate the characteristics of the blend mem-
branes in view of permeant-membrane interactions
and the interactions between NaCMC and PVA in
the blend membranes.
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